
 

 

 

 

TIME OUT: Pushing the “Pause” Button for Couples  

1. When things get escalated and emotions are high, it may be best to call a “Time Out”; hit 
the pause button and take some space. You can use the time out hand signal to or simply 
say, “I need a personal time out” or “I need to hit the pause button for a minute to calm 
down.” Remember, when our heart rates increase to over 100 beats per minute, we 
become flooded and cannot hear.  

2. Taking a time out may cause anxiety for the other person so it is important to reassure them 
by saying,  “I love you, I am committed to us (our relationship, our marriage). I will be 
back in….(state the time you will be gone and where you are going).” *Do not drive if you 
have been drinking or using substances. Find another room to go to.  

3. If you are going to leave the premises, reassure your spouse that you will be back and give 
them a time-frame to decrease any added anxiety. 

4. Once time out is called all talking needs to STOP. This allows both parties to de-escalate, 
calm down, and gather their thoughts.  

5. Next, both of you need to take space. When emotions are high, our intelligence goes down 
so it is crucial that both of you stop talking. *Avoid posting on social media during this 
time-you will regret it! 

6. After the time out, both parties need to agree to come together so that each person can 
own their part. For instance, each person states, “I am sorry for my part in this.” This may 
be challenging and takes practice from both to be mindful of what they might have done 
differently. Practice the Gottman1 tools of expressing what you need, using “I” statements 
instead of “you” statements or The Four Horseman. Remember to self soothe as needed. 

7. If possible, let the issue rest unless it must be brought up again, in which case, use “I feel” 
statements, breathe before you speak, use reflective listening and take breaks if you need 
to. Most often small issues don’t need to be addressed again because both people realize 
the topic was actually quite insignificant.  

**Note: When trust issues related to betrayal arise, both parties need to work together in therapy 
to improve overall trust in each other and in the relationship. ©2019 Namaste Center for Healing. 
All Rights Reserved. Do not print, copy, email, or distribute this without express permission of the 
author.  

                                                
1 Gottman, J., Silver, N. 1999.The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work: A Practical Guide from the Country's 
Foremost Relationship Expert .Three Rivers Press. New York: NY.  


